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KUWAIT: Kuwait traders follow the stock market at the Kuwait Stock Exchange(KSE) in Kuwait City after the Kuwait Boursa Company began managing the KSE operations as of yesterday.— Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait yesterday announced that it has offi-
cially assumed responsibility for the management of the
Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)’s operations. The handover fol-
lows the implementation of a detailed operational plan and
strategic roadmap to ensure the smooth transition of stock
market operations. The process has been developed in close
collaboration with the Capital Markets Authority (CMA). 

The announcement was made at a joint press briefing at
the stock exchange headquarters
by the Chairman of the CMA Board
of Commissioners Dr Nayef Falah
Al-Hajraf,  CMA Board
Commissioner Khalifa Al-Ajeel,
who directed the handover opera-
tion, and Vice Chairman and CEO
Boursa Kuwait,  Khaled
Abdulrazzaq Al-Khaled.

Yesterday ’s  changes also
mean that Boursa Kuwait’s Board
of Directors has replaced KSE’s
committee, whose duties have
ceased.  In  addit ion,  Boursa

Kuwait’s CEO has been officially
assigned as the Director of the
Market.  The transition period is
scheduled for completion by 30

September 2016, when Boursa Kuwait will obtain its official
license to replace KSE, and at a later stage, prepare for an
Initial Public Offering (IPO).

Al-Hajraf, commenting after Boursa Kuwait ended its first
day of trading as the official operator of the market, said:
“Today we have taken the first step on the road to privatizing
the Kuwait Stock Exchange and we are looking forward to
working closely with Boursa Kuwait’s management on making
further progress.  This will include the development of invest-
ment tools, restructuring the market to increase its competi-
tiveness, working to increase liquidity and attract investments
with a view to issuing an IPO to Kuwaiti citizens,  collaborating
with other government stakeholders and determining a stake
for an international operator.”

Transition
Al-Hajraf added:  “Starting today, Kuwait’s stock exchange

is managed by the Kuwaiti private sector, which has always
been a leading and creative economic force.  We are very
confident in the capabilities of Boursa Kuwait management
in translating its development plans and strategies into an
efficient, transparent and accessible stock market that both
meets the aspirations of Kuwaitis and contributes to H H the
Amir’s vision of transforming Kuwait to a financial and com-
mercial center.”

Al-Ajeel, who supervised and directed the transforma-
tion process, expressed pride in the success of the hand-
over.  He added that the CMA had played an active role in
the process, maintaining the highest institutional standards
and that it will continue to pursue the completion of the
process, with the aim of fully licensing Boursa Kuwait to
take complete control and ownership of the market by 30
September 2016.

He said; “All the CMA divisions have worked throughout
the past period with stakeholders such as the Kuwait
Clearing Company, Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE), and
Boursa Kuwait.  We had more than 1,500 hours of recorded
meeting time resulting in 20 regulatory resolutions, and we
archived more than 95 million documents that date back to
the establishment of the market 33 years ago.  This was a
great effort by all involved and I would like to thank the
teams for their professionalism and commitment.”

Al-Ajeel also pointed that the CMA has worked to cre-
ate a suitable legal environment, organising its regula-
t ions to accommodate this  s ignif icant  inst i tut ional
change, for the benefit the financial markets and the
Kuwaiti economy as a whole. 

Long-term plans
He concluded, “CMA works according to strategies and

long-term plans that aim to create a vibrant financial market
with a strong structure that qualifies it to be a leader in the
ranks of developing markets in the world.  We look forward
to what Boursa Kuwait will bring to improve and develop
the market and we will provide them all the support we can,
in accordance to the highest international standards and
best practices.”

Al-Khaled said: “Today, Boursa Kuwait embarks on a jour-
ney that aims to progressively transition the stock market
operations to a regionally competitive exchange, operating

to world class standards, while driving transparency, effi-
ciency and accessibility.

“The transition of KSE’s operations to a private company,
which we plan to complete during 2016, is a key milestone in
the history of Kuwait’s economy.  Embracing the private sector
has long been an objective of the State of Kuwait and here we
are today, marking the start of a new era for one of the state’s
most important facilities. Since its inception, Kuwait’s stock
exchange was known as a key driver of the nation’s economy.
In recent years the exchange has seen a decline but now it is
time for the Kuwait stock exchange to again resume that pio-
neering role and today is the first step towards achieving that.”

Global face
Speaking about the preparations for Boursa Kuwait’s

assumption of management responsibility,  Al-Khaled said:
“For the past year, we have worked hard to establish Boursa
Kuwait, in order for it to be properly prepared to take the
place of KSE. We brought in a pool of experts and devised a
transitional strategy which included intensive meetings
with stakeholders, such as companies, banks, licensed com-
panies, brokerage firms, governmental entities and listed
companies. We also worked very closely with the CMA,
which has been very supportive throughout and is keen
develop the current status of the Kuwait stock market. We
will continue to work with the CMA until the transition
phase is completed and Boursa Kuwait will be officially
licensed to be the sole operator.”

Al-Khaled added: “The focal point of Boursa Kuwait’s opera-
tions is not just the successful completion of the transition
phase, but to enhance the overall market status.  We aim to
achieve this by introducing new products and tools, upgrad-
ing KSE’s infrastructure and business environment to interna-
tional standards and creating a robust, transparent and fair
capital market platform that services all relevant asset classes,
whilst focusing on clients’ interests.” 

KSE faced several challenges since its inception in 1952
with the establishment of NBK as the first shareholding com-
pany. The first transactions that resembled an exchange mar-
ket occurred within real estate broker offices and cafes in the
merchant’s market, where brokers acted like market makers.
Soon after, the first hint of market regulation was established
by Commercial Law No. 15 of 1960 that organized the
issuance of shares and the subscription in them and was fol-
lowed by the issuance of the first law that specifically dealt
with stock trading in November 1970. 

In 1983, an Amiri Decree was issued to establish the mod-
ern Kuwait stock exchange and KSE functioned as a market
operator and regulator.  During KSE’s existence, electronic
trading was introduced, along with forwards, futures and call
options. In the past, the market typically followed the prevail-
ing conditions of the day, going through the ups and downs
of the economic cycle.  The creation of the CMA and its suc-
cess in making a radical change by privatizing the Kuwait
stock market, has resulted in today’s transition of operations
to Boursa Kuwait. 

Boursa Kuwait takes over KSE operations 
The start of a new era for Kuwait’s financial market  

KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait announced a
net profit of KD 7.8 million for the first quarter of
2016 up by 22.8 percent compared with KD 6.3 mil-
lion for Q1 2015. The Bank’s operating profits before
provisions reached KD 28.6 million up by 4.4 per-
cent compared with KD 27.3 million for the same
period in 2015. 

Commenting on the Bank’s financial results, the
Bank’s spokesman Yacoub Al-Ebrahim said,
Commercial Bank’s total assets at the end of March
2016 was KD 4,147 million (March 2015: KD 4,099 mil-
lion) with an increase of KD 48 million on the back of
higher returns on the credit and investment portfolios

and fee income in addition to treasury revenues. 
The Banks’ capital adequacy ratio at the end of

March 2016 was 17.5  percent exceeding the mini-
mum regulatory requirement of 13 percent as set by
the Central Bank of Kuwait and financial leverage
ratio reached 11 percent which is more than the (3
percent) minimum requirement. The ROE (after pro-
visions) increased from 4.82 percent at the end of
March 2015 up to 5.66 percent as at the end of
March 2016. 

Al-Ebrahim added that the improvement seen in
the Bank’s financial indicators is attributed to the
conservative policy adopted by the Bank to use a

portion of the operating profits to build a solid pro-
visioning base with provisions amounting to KD
140.6 million as at the end of March 2016 with cover-
age of 677.5 percent for NPL. Building such buffers
comes in line and according to the directions of the
regulatory authorities.

All that in addition to the aggressive policy on
write offs without waiving any of the Bank’s legal
rights to clean the loan portfolio and reduce the NPL
ratio to become lower than the industry average as
the Bank continues to maintain a lower NPL ratio
which reached 0.85 percent as at the end of March
2016, one of the best ratios in Kuwait banking system

if not the best. As such, the Bank will be able to cope
with any reverse conditions that may impact the
Bank’s credit and investment portfolios.

Al-Ebrahim concluded his statement by referring
to the strategy adopted by the Bank since last year
which aims at restructuring the bank’s assets & liabili-
ties to improve assets quality and profitability level
and which yielded its results with  improvement seen
in profitability levels  of some business areas at the
Bank, particularly Treasury Division and International
Banking & Syndication Division, stressing that the
Bank will continue to avail the available investment
opportunities with acceptable risks. 

Al-Tijari reports KD 7.8m net profit for Q1 2016 

Yacoub Al-Ebrahim

KUWAIT: Chairman of the CMA Board of Commissioners Dr
Nayef Falah Al-Hajraf, CMA Board Commissioner Khalifa
Al-Ajeel, Vice Chairman and CEO Boursa Kuwait Khaled
Abdulrazzaq Al-Khaled and other officials during a han-
dover ceremony at the Kuwait Stock Exchange yesterday.

Vice Chairman and CEO
Boursa Kuwait Khaled

Abdulrazzaq Al-Khaled.


